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If a tree falls off my bonsai bench and I’m not there
to hear it, does it make a sound?

www.bonsaisensation.com.au

FlyBri, Ausbonsai

The Yarra Valley Bonsai
Society Newsletter
Highlights from September & October 2021
Once again, Club physical activities were curtailed in September and October due to Covid restrictions, and so we had to resort to Zoom meetings instead.
September was our online Annual General Meeting which went smoothly and the new Committee
of Management is now in place - see the report later in this newsletter. The meeting also featured
a Bonsai Basics presentation on Bonsai Soil Media by Lindsay H. The presentation covered the
purpose of the soil mixture, the characteristics which should be considered, the components that
are available locally and can be used, along with their relevant properties, where soil and components can be sourced, and samples of the mixes used by various local bonsai practitioners. The
main message was that soil mixes must be free-draining, but that water-retention properties can
be adjusted to suit each individual‟s lifestyle and time availability.
The Zoom meeting finished with short presentations from three members on one of the trees in
their collection. Zyggy spoke on his Ficus, Dean presented his trident maple, and Fiona showed
the current state of her hawthorn and sought comments on its future development.
The October meeting was also online via Zoom and featured a playing of one of the Bonsai Boon
videos available in our Library - Wiring & Styling, using a Japanese black pine as the medium.
These DVD‟s are produced by Boon Manakitivipart, a respected American Bonsai professional,
and are well-worth borrowing and viewing at home. There are 8 videos in the collection, with the
others being Decandling of Pines, Fall Maintenance, Japanese Maples, Japanese Black Pine
Repotting, Maple Repotting, Scale Junipers, and Wiring Essentials.
Following the screening of the video, selected members spoke on one of their trees of interest.
Lindsay spoke of a thread graft that he had applied to one of his crab apples that was taking multiple seasons to establish itself, Sue and Rob P presented the current state of development of their
yamadori hawthorn after a few years in training, and Patrick
showed his very healthy Pinus contorta following its almost bare Calendar Dates:
rooting after collection, and spoke of his thoughts and plans for
 9th November (Tuesday) YVBS Monthly
Meeting. 7:30pm. Chirnside Hub.
its future development. Discussion on each tree was lively and
 28th November (Saturday) “Last Saturappreciated by the owners.

Future Activities

day of the Month” Workshop. 1:00pm.
Chirnside Hub.



With the easing of Covid restrictions announced by the State
Government, Club activities can resume again at last! The Octo- 
ber Last Saturday of the Month Workshop will take place on Saturday 30th October from 1:00pm to 4:00pm, and the November
meeting will be staged as normal on Tuesday 9th November at
7:30pm.

4th December (Saturday) Satsuki Interest Group meeting. 1:30pm. Bonsai Art,
Heatherton.
14th December (Tuesday) YVBS Monthly
Meeting. 7:30pm. Chirnside Hub.

At this time, some Covid conditions will be in place for October/
November (see overleaf), but these will hopefully be reduced
further or even eliminated from December onwards, however this
will be dependent on further State Government announcements
in the future.
Members will be kept up to date on developments via email, and
the information will also be posted to our website homepage
www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au. Look forward to seeing you all
again soon!

See also the Events Calendar on our
website: www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au
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Covid Rules for November
At this time, our meetings and workshops may proceed subject to the following Covid Restrictions.



Mandatory QR Code check-in (assistance will be provided if required).



All attendees must show proof that they are double-vaccinated.



4sqm rule will apply, leading to a room limit at the Hub of 34 people.



Registered Covid Marshalls among Club members will check and ensure Covid Rule compliance.



Masks are to be worn indoors.



Use hand sanitiser on entry and exit.



Maintain social distancing where practicable.



Do not attend if feeling unwell.

Bonsai Sale Day
A Club Sale Day was originally scheduled to be held on Sunday 20th November, however the Committee took the decision some
weeks ago to cancel this event due to the uncertainty at the time as to whether Covid restrictions would allow this to proceed. It
was felt that the extensive promotional effort required to publicise these events could not be justified with the real risk that we may
have to cancel at the last moment.
At this time, we are considering holding a Sale Day in February 2022, and a date of Saturday 26th February from 10:00am to
1:00pm, immediately preceding our normal end-of-month workshop, has been booked. This is similar to what we were forced to
arrange in 2021 following the cancellation of the 2020 Sale Day.
Any members or interested parties who wish to reserve a table should contact Marlene J (mjerlitschka@iprimus.com.au or 0418
147 871) as soon as possible, as demand for tables is normally quite high.

Club Hard Copy 2022 Calendars
During our Show in May this year, we were fortunate to have the
opportunity to photograph a number of the very high quality trees
that we had on display. Thanks to our member Davor T for his excellent photography!
A selection has been made from these photographs and used in
our hard copy 2022 calendar which has been ordered and should
be available for sale in November. The calendar features David R‟s
Pohutukawa NZ Christmas Tree on the cover, with trees from a
total of 8 other members inside.
Hopefully, the calendars will be received in time for our November
Club meeting, alternatively they will be available at the November
workshop and December meeting. The price will be $10 each.
To reserve a copy or to arrange for alternative pickup or delivery,
email or message Lindsay H at linhad14@gmail.com or 0403 800
671. Availability will be on a first come, first served basis although
we anticipate that we have ordered enough to cover expected demand.

Library Check-out!

Trade Table Cheque-out!

YVBS has a comprehensive range of bonsai books and magazines in our library, all of which are available for borrowing without charge. Remember, the checkout period for books and other
library material is one month. If you check out a
book and are not able to make the next meeting,
you can return the book at a workshop or even
post it to the club PO Box. Now under the management of new Librarian Fiona M!

The trade table has been restocked with new tools, wire and other
accessories. A selection of pots are also in stock. Don’t forget the
club’s tool sharpening kit, available for use at meetings. Anything else you would like to see
stocked? Just advise at the
trade table or to any committee
member.
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New Committee
The September AGM held via Zoom was chaired by interim President Patrick I, and officers‟ reports and minutes from the previous year‟s AGM were reviewed and accepted without dissension. Club Fees were voted to remain unchanged, and no further
business was submitted to the meeting. The election of the new Club Officers and Committee was managed by Returning Officer
Victor B, and as nominations matched vacancies, he had an easy job of the proceedings as all candidates were declared elected
unopposed! The Committee for the 2021/22 year is as follows:
President - Patrick I

Vice President - Steve M

Secretary - Lindsay H

Treasurer - Richard J

Marketing Director - David R

Membership Director - Marlene J

General Members: Nick R, Karen L, Tracey F, Alan H
The Committee is currently in discussion about the syllabus for the remainder of this year and for 2022, and will meet and discuss
in person as soon as is permitted by Government Covid regulations.

World Bonsai Convention 2022
The World Bonsai Convention scheduled for Perth in 2021 had to be cancelled due to the Covid pandemic, but it has now been arranged for October
2022.
Given the uncertainty of international borders being re-opened, the organising committee have also been preparing fall back options should international
travel not be available for overseas demonstrators and registrants. Should it
be impractical for international visitors to enter Australia, rather than cancel
the Convention they are considering the option to convert the program to
include online link ups with international demonstrators and utilising more of
our VTPs along the line of an Australian National Bonsai Convention in lieu.
Members are encouraged to consider attending the event as it is a once-in-alifetime opportunity to view the world‟s best bonsai practitioners in action in
our own country.
Due to WA‟s plant quarantine restrictions, there will be a photographic exhibition of the best bonsai from around Australia and New Zealand to supplement the physical trees from WA which will be on display. The AABC has
now developed a standard backdrop arrangement to be used in the photographs, comprising a blind from Spotlight (Brooklyn Blockout Roller Blind,
White, 1.8 x 2.1m.) and a material cover from Spotlight. (Top Pop Poplin, Bright Blue, 108cm wide). Unfortunately, this was not
what we used when photographing our trees at our Show in May!
If any members have any tree in Show condition that they would like to photograph and submit to the AABC for possible
inclusion in the exhibition, please either comply with the above conditions if photographing at home, or contact Lindsay
H if you would like to organize a Club photo session.
Further details on the Convention as they become available can be found on the website
https://www.worldbonsaiconvention2022.com. Early bird registrations close on 31st January 2022.
The organisers are still in the process of finalising the program of events and list of demonstrators, however initial indications are
that the following artists may be included: Hugo Zamora from Latin America, Kim Seok Ju from the Asia Pacific Region, Ravindran
Damodar from the South East Asian Region, Zhang Zhigang from the China Region, Shinji Suzuki from Japan Region, Marc Noelanders from Europe Region, Michael Hagedorn from USA Region, Jonathan Cain from Africa Region, and Australian artists Tony
Bebb and Joe Morgan-Paylor.

NEW PRODUCT LINE....for those starting out or
with a handful of bonsai, I have introduced a 50/50
mix of ORCHIATA PINE BARK and DIATOMITE 27mm in a 20L bucket @ $30.00. Also available are
DIATOMITE 35L bags @ $35.00 and ORCHIATA
PINE BARK 40L bags (3-6 or 6-9mm) @ $30.00.
ORCHID POTS are available in a range of sizes. To
order call Julie 0419 870 240 or email
julie@bonsairoots.com.au
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Christmas Market at the Hub
The Chirnside Park Hub is organizing a Christmas Twilight market on Friday 3rd December from 5:00pm to 9:00pm. While they have invited the Club to take up a table to participate, the Committee has decided that we are not in a position to organise this and so
have declined.
However, if any members wish to individually take up a table and sell your own trees or
associated products, feel free to do so by contacting Cire Services, the managing party for
the Hub, directly either at the Hub or by calling 1300 835 235. Further details regarding
conditions and pricing will be provided by Cire.
Even if not taking a table, members should consider attending the event if on the lookout
for locally-made Christmas gifts or produce.

Member Activities - Air Layering
The process of air layering involves the propagation of a plant through the
creation of a new root system on an existing branch or trunk. A wound is
made on the branch, typically a ring bark section, rooting hormones are
applied, and then the wound is surrounded by soil mix or sphagnum moss.
On most trees, roots form within 8 - 12 weeks, although it may take longer
on some species and under some circumstances.
The most common methodology for air layering has been to apply sphagnum moss around the wound, and then bind tightly with a covering layer of
plastic film secured at top and bottom with wire, tape and/or string. Variations have involved containing the sphagnum moss in a cut pot or other
container such as a plastic margarine/butter container.
A newly-available variation involves a custom purpose air layering cut ball
which seems to make the whole process much easier and more convenient
to apply. Lindsay H decided to give it a try.

Above - the air-layering ball moulds in open position,
showing inside and outside views.

The split ball-shaped moulds were obtained on eBay for a very reasonable price. Sphagnum moss was obtained from Bunnings, and a portion
soaked in water for a few minutes. Excess water was then squeezed out
and the damp moss pressed as tightly as possible into both sides of the
open ball mould.
Having prepared the air layer mechanism, the tree was then prepared.
The tree selected was a Japanese maple cultivar, Okushimo, which features small leaves and short internodes, properties very sought after for
bonsai purposes. Two ring-barking cuts were made around the section of
the tree to be layered, at a distance apart of around 1.5 times the branch
diameter. A vertical cut was made between the two ring-barking cuts,
allowing the bark layer to be easily removed. Any green cambium material remaining after the bark removal was then carefully scraped away.
A hormone rooting gel was then applied to the

Continued on Page 5

Above - The mould with damp sphagnum moss applied.
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Member Activities - Air Layering (Cont. from Page 4)
upper portion of the ring-barked section - this is where the new roots will form. The
prepared ball mould with sphagnum moss was then applied over the ring-barked area
and folded over to the closed position. An inbuilt plastic clip on the mould secures the
mould in the closed position, but additional wire ties were applied through the available
holes in the mould to ensure that the mould stayed in the closed position should the
somewhat flimsy clip part at any time.
Voila! The air layer was finished - now to wait for the results.
A total of 5 air layers were applied to the maple using the same process (it was more
economical to buy a 10-pack of moulds!)
Note that multiple air layers can be applied to the same branch, provided that foliage is
present above each layer and between the layering points.
The air layers were applied in early October once the new growth had hardened off,
and will be checked in early December to see if roots have formed. If a substantial
amount of roots are present, the air layer will be separated at that time by cutting the Above - The ring-bark section to be removed is
branch below the mould. After removal of the mould, the new tree will be planted in marked with black marking pen.
a training pot and left alone until next spring when normal root work will be done, and
the remaining trunk portion below the layer cut off or nibbled back.
If sufficient roots are not formed by early December, the mould will be closed back up
and left a little longer - in fact it will be left in place until such a time as satisfactory
roots are formed, or until the layer has obviously failed. Failure modes are either the
ring bark cut has calloused over and healed, or the upper part of the tree above the
layer has died!

Above - The ring-bark section with the bark removed.
(Apologies for the blurring - the camera auto-focused
on the wrong point!)
Near Left - The air layer mould applied to the tree and
closed.
Far Left - A total of 5 air layers applied to the tree.

Lindsay has reported previous air layers have taken between 8 weeks and 2 years to provide a satisfactory result.

YVBS On-Line
Members are reminded that the Club operates a web site at
www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au, which contains a host of information
on the club, including copies of all previous newsletters. The
homepage is updated at least once per month to include current
information on activities.
The Club also has a Facebook Group called (surprise, surprise!)
Yarra Valley Bonsai Society. For members who are on Facebook,
it is easy to sign up to this group - in fact it is worthwhile signing up
to Facebook just to get access to this group! All upcoming Club
events are posted to this group, as well as a number of posts from
both Club members and other interested parties.
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Member Activities - Trident Maple Styling
Reprinted from a Facebook posting on the YVBS Facebook group - Dean S reports on one of his trident maples:
Another purchase of a beautiful little Shohin size „Trident Maple ‟ from the Northwest Bonsai Show back in mid May 2021 &
recently restyled by removing all branches on each pad level that would not be required for the final design. Also some defoliation of large leaves will be required once fully flushed out and of course my usual heavily wiring to set the bare bones into
place to make this a true 360 deg. Also big shout out to the original grower & stylist of this little Gem being the great „Peter
Fewster‟ the grandfather of Shohin in Australia.

Front and back
views of the tree.

Bonsai Calendar: November-December
This time of year is always an exciting time for any bonsai enthusiast. Small buds have turned to vigorous growth in just a few
weeks. Vibrant greens and blues of fresh growth are spreading across most conifers. With this growth comes the need for increased water and food.
Always keep an eye on the weather this time of year. Winds, heavy rains and extended dry periods make for unpredictable growing conditions. Pay extra attention to the bonsai that have just been repotted. If you are relying on an irrigation system, perform
regular inspections to ensure all trees are being watered properly. Prune your trees in order to keep the new growth nice and
compact.
Here are a few tips to get you through the season.
Position
The sun and wind are good for your trees, however some varieties will benefit from protection (Beeches, Hornbeams, Maples,
Azaleas), as the leaves will easily scorch if the tree is in the wrong position. When putting trees in strong sun, trees must have
a consistent water cycle. Avoid using shade directly beneath overhanging trees as animal droppings and leaf debris can create problems.
Watering
Water thoroughly. Shallow watering encourages roots to grow at the surface of the potting mix (trees will dry out faster). If
trees are root bound take extra care with saturating root ball. Organize bonsai in “like watering” sections to assist in your watering cycle. Potting mix should not be left to completely dry out.
Pinching and Pruning
Pinching and pruning should be attended to as soon as leaves develop and shoots elongate. Buds that develop where
branches are not needed should be rubbed off immediately. If a branch is needed, allow bud to grow keeping the terminal
bud to help increase the girth of the branch.
Conifers may require finger tip pruning- removing buds at the tip of the growth will push growth back onto the branch and create smaller foliage.
Potting
Most repotting should be complete. Varieties such as Chinese Elms, Azaleas, and Junipers can still be potted with care.
Varieties such as Figs, Pomegranates, Pyracanthas and Natives can be potted even later. Pines should not be re-potted
after spring finishes.
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Tree Profile: Prunus
General information: Prunus is a genus of trees and shrubs,
which includes the plums, cherries, peaches, nectarines,
apricots and almonds. More than 400 species are spread
throughout the northern temperate regions of the globe, with the
greatest variety in Japan, China and Korea. Many of them are
widely cultivated for fruit and ornament. One of the true joys of
spring and autumn for deciduous bonsai are small leaved and
flowering and/or fruiting species. Mostly grown in informal styles
for their flower and/or fruit display. The blossom colors range
from pure white through all the shades of pink and red.
Attractive rugged bark and twiggy branches.

Position: Full sun, but semi-shade in summer. Protect from hot
northerly winds in summer and from frost in winter.
Watering: Most varieties need frequent watering, more often in summer. Reduce watering in winter. Do not allow the flowers
to get wet or they will rot.
Feeding: Every three to four weeks after flowering has finished through to
late summer. Use liquid fertilizer or half-strength general purpose food,
switching to a formula high in potassium towards the end of summer. No
feeding through the high heat of summer, but it can be resumed thereafter till
mid-autumn.
Repotting: Every second year in spring, using free draining soil. Prunus
serrulata may need annual repotting, which can also be done in late autumn,
after leaves drop. Always soak in Seasol after potting your trees.
Pruning and Wiring: Cut back new shots after flowering in late spring and
reduce the fruit - if any, to reduce the stress on the tree! Can be carved and
pruned back hard, flowers on new wood. Wiring can be done from spring to
autumn - on older trees use raffia, the branches are very brittle and to
protect the bark - better use tie wire.
Propagation: By layering in summer or grafting in winter and early spring.
Difficult to grow from cuttings! Dig stock in autumn!
Pests and diseases: Birds love to eat the flower buds, protection may be
necessary in spring. Lots of bugs love to chomp the leaves; some varieties
are more resistant to insects and disease than others.
Some species suitable for Bonsai:
Prunus mume: Japanese flowering Apricot, single or double flowers
in whites, pink and reds.
Prunus salicina: Japanese Plum, small white flowers, bright red
autumn foliage.
Prunus serrulata: Flowering Cherry, 'Kanzan', used mainly for its
remarkable flowers, pink, and so profuse they can completely
obscure the branches. „Hisakura‟, deep pink single flower. „Shirotae‟,
fragrant white semi-double flower.
Prunus spinosa: Sloe Plum, spiny shrub, small white flowers, small
black fruit. Mainly used for hedging and other utilitarian purposes.
Prunus sinensis: Bush Cherry - This small-leaved cherry bears pink
or white pom-pom shaped flowers.
Prunus subhirtella 'Autumnalis': Autumn Cherry, white or pink
semi-double flowers. Small leaves with brilliant autumn color. It has
the added advantage of more delicate twigging than most cherries.
Prunus tenella: Dwarf Russian Almond with bright pink flowers.

Photo courtesy of BonsaiShop.com.au
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Looking Ahead to
November & December 2021

The monthly meeting on Tuesday 9th November will feature a special guest demonstrator - Barry
Cairns from the Satsuki Interest Group and Bonsai Art nursery who will speak on Azaleas as bonsai. Following presentations on azaleas from Trevor McComb in previous years, it will be interesting to get Barry‟s take on the subject. Display Table - “Azaleas - Any Style” or Member‟s Choice.
The Last Saturday of the Month Workshop will be held on Saturday 27th November from 1:00pm
to 4:00pm.
The monthly meeting on Tuesday 14th December will be our Christmas Breakup, including an
informal discussion on member‟s trees. Bring along ONE of your trees of interest, or on which you
need opinions. Display Table - “On or In the Rock or Driftwood”, or Member‟s Cjoice.
Note that there is NO LAST SATURDAY OF THE MONTH WORKSHOP IN DECEMBER.

Other Events
Satsuki Azalea Interest Group meeting. Saturday 4th December1:30pm to 4:00pm. Bonsai Art
Nursery, Heatherton.

Members are reminded that membership fees are now due - $30 for individuals or $40 for families.
May be paid by cheque to our PO Box 345 Mt Evelyn 3796, in person at any meeting, or by direct
deposit to the Club bank account BSB 633-108, Account No. 134 721 257. If any member does not
wish to renew, please advise Marlene mjerlitschka@iprimus.com.au so we can alter our records and
stop bothering you. Any members not renewing by 31st December will be automatically removed
from our membership list.

YVBS FORUM: For new members, it bears repeating that our club has an on-line bulletin board and archive. In addition to the
announcements and discussions on topics of bonsai interest, the forum also contains many newsletters from other clubs around
Australia. These are to be found (surprise, surprise) in the folder entitled “Newsletters from Other Clubs” or in “Library” and are
kept for at least six months. If you visit the site and register as a user, please email Lindsay via the club gmail yarravalleybonsai@gmail.com so that he may add you as a club member user, or if you have any difficulties. Just visit our main webpage
http://www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au and follow the FORUM link on the left to the forum.
Member Benefits Refer to the website for a list of discounts to members upon presentation of a current & valid YVBS Membership
card. “Freebies” of donated items are also made available from time to time at monthly meetings.

Advertisers & Sponsors:
Advertising on our website and/or in the newsletter is available for any registered business or sole trader. Society Sponsorship opportunities are
capped at three for any year, however supportership opportunities still remain for any business in an area related to the craft of bonsai.
For a prospectus or further information contact us via the society‟s external email: info@yarravalleybonsai.org.au

